Defend Card

Finn Hudson

See card for details.

Night Action

Elf

Self Protect: Cannot be turned off.
You are always protected against
hostile Night Actions
- You will not be notified if you
are attacked.
Protect: Choose target. They are
protected against hostile Night
Actions.
- You will not be notified if you
are attacked.

Clique:
Sportball

🎨 1
♜ 1

Aims

Best Friend:
Hannah Montana

📖 3
💪 3
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1. Seek out the Cultists and
prevent them from
contaminating the Power
Source.
2. Seek out others who are
polluting the Power Source with
their magic.
3. Show off your impressive
intellectual and physical
prowess by succeeding in every
endeavour you put your mind
to.

Rival:
AC Slater
Crushes:
Martha Dunnstock

Life Story
You are not human - you are one of the noble elves, who exists to guard the sacred Power Sources across the
world. One such Power Source is below Trope High. As you are in your early 300s, you have been assigned here
with your fellow Elf, Hannah Montana, as your youthful exteriors make you appear to be of an age with high
school students.
The Power Sources can be corrupted by servants of ancient evils, and you must carefully watch your fellow
students for any signs of dark rituals and the like. You are aware of the presence of several magic users within the
school, and while white magic can be beneficial to the Source, dark magic may taint it forever.
In particular, you know that a group of Cultists have infiltrated the school. You know they normally identify
themselves to each other through use of secret handshakes and the like – keep your eyes and ears peeled. You do
not wield offensive powers yourself, and may need to seek out allies who can aid you in your mission.
The elves are a proud race, and although you will not be of the correct physical appearance to guard college
power points for at least another 50 years, it would be a great injury to your pride if you were not the most
successful and popular student at this school. You have a great gift for Sportball, and are an excellent leader – why
wouldn’t you be Quarterback? And if anyone would gain acceptance into an Ivy League school, surely it should be
you?
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